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KBR: Where time is treasured

KBR, the Royal Library of Belgium, is a place where knowledge and history come to life. 
The stately mid-20th-century building offers 13 meeting and reception rooms in different 
styles, tailored to your event.

The building of the national library is a complete concept: the interior was designed by the 
renowned design agency De Coene, a modern style with a practical angle.

In 2019, the building was redesigned taking inspiration from the original furnishings, in 
a style that brings out the best of its history while at the same time meeting the needs of 
today’s users.
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KBR is an inspiring place where the 
past and present meet. A place where 

time is treasured.
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Your perfect 
meeting venue

You are choosing a location that exudes culture: the monumental building houses a museum 
and temporary exhibitions are organised here. This touch of culture will make your event extra 
special. Simply ask about our business packages for a private reception in the museum 
following your event.

Accessible, quiet, and green

• In the heart of Brussels
• Fully wheelchair accessible
• Brussels Central station and underground parking 2 minutes’ walk away
• Spacious, quiet courtyard garden in the heart of the building
• Rooms with natural light

Services tailored to your needs

• In-house catering
• Personalised service
• Internet access throughout the venue
• Option of a private reception in the museum following your event
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Spaces on offer

Mid-century modern

The original furniture from the 1950s with 
high-quality materials provides a classy 
setting.
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Historical grandeur

The large, stately rooms are lined with travertine, while the smaller rooms are intimate 
but luxuriously furnished.
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Contemporary

The bright rooms are flexible in layout, 
making them suitable for a wide variety of 
uses.
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Options

Need a little extra or a visit to the KBR museum, whether private or not? 
Our team will help you to put together a tailor-made offering.

Cleaning Security

Catering Technical 
support
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M2 Theater Cabaret Class U-shape
Double
u-shape Carré Cocktail Diner Sound Daylight Projection

Auditorium 312 205 • • •

Galerie 270 250 120 • •

Consilium 156,74 30 • • •

Corner 50 12 • •

Aquarium 36 16 13 •

Atelier 100 80 40 25 •

Expo 195 100 150 120 • •

Press room 120 •

Rotonde 122,7 120 80 •

Apartments 286 120 120 •

Total Palace 
(rotonde +  

apartments)
400 120 120 •

Concert 137 130 • •

Panorama 135,6 110 50 50 35 45 30 • • •

Studio 36 30 12 14 • •

Peristyle 475 200 •

Forum 121 •

Chapel 163

Albert
600 < 
2800 300 300 •

M²
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Catering
The catering at KBR Events is exclusively provided by 
Witlof. Witlof works with small-scale, local producers 
around Brussels who, like us, opt for quality and 
sustainability.

Chef Filip Fransen can also be found behind the stove in 
restaurant a l b e r t, on the fifth floor of the building. The 
panoramic view of Brussels and the terrace overlooking the 
Mont des Arts make it the perfect setting for a business 
dinner in style.

Contact: sales@witlof.brussels
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Grand-
Place

Palais 
Royal

Central
Station

Le Sablon

Brussels: a vibrant 
events location

Brussels is the number one corporate event 
destination in Europe. When you choose 
Brussels, you choose a vibrant city with a long 
history. Gastronomy, historical heritage, and 
local culture make our charming capital the 
perfect location for your event. With over 100 
museums, Brussels is also indisputably the 
country’s ultimate cultural attraction. 

The city is therefore very easy to reach, 
including from the airport. KBR is located 
near Brussels Central station.

KBR
Mont des Arts 28
1000 Brussels 



Contact

Coordinator KBR Events - Koen Magerman 

+32 473 61 72 31

events@kbr.be

Information and photographs of all rooms can be 
found at www.kbr.be. 


